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Using the 
MeL Maven Badge 
to Create a 
Statewide Standard 
of Reference Service 
Among Front Line Staff



Takeaways
● Baking professional skills-building into 

eResource training.

● Using narrative to model behavior and set 
aspirational goals for learners in training 
environments.

● How to leave politics on the back porch when 
teaching information literacy skills.
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How did we get here?

Progress always involves risks. 
You can’t steal second base 
and keep your foot on first.

-Frederick B. Wilcox

https://www.awakenthegreatnesswithin.com/35-inspirational-quotes-on-risks/


You did what, again?

May 13, 2020



Cement Future Use 
of eResources

To change behaviors, disrupt a current habit 
while simultaneously developing a new habit.
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/1i3StxbIhPWfOV0KDpsaEXZgOP6w7vRe6/preview
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Keys to helping learners

●Understanding how adults learn

○ Self-directed, real world experiences, 

intrinsically motivated

●The learners’ why

●Best practices in instructional design
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What do our users need?

“I’m a parapro. I 
don’t know how to 
use these things. 

Plus we don’t really 
get reference 

questions anymore, 
and when we do, 
Google is so easy 

to use.”

Databases are 
complicated.

“These are such 
great resources and 

it’s awesome we 
have free access. I 
really should learn 
how to use them.”

We should really 
use them (more).

“I wear a lot of hats. 
Just yesterday, I ran 
storytime, checked 
in the delivery, and 

worked at the 
service desk. I don’t 
have time to worry 

about eResources.”

I just don’t have 
time.



Needs of Front Line Staff

●Know what’s available to them

●Understand how to use those resources

●Be able to differentiate between information 

that is useful, and information that is not 

useful.



What do directors need?

●Consistent eResource training

●Reduced training burden



Facilitate adoption
By identifying and promoting a “Top 10”

Ah-ha moment #2: Just because there are 80 

databases doesn’t mean we need to train on all of 

them.



Training Supports for 
Managers

● Creating a manageable list of MeL 
eResources for staff to focus on

● Baking in information literacy skills along with 
the eResource training

● Creating a consistent, social, statewide 
learning experience that saves time for 
managers and directors



MeL eResource Usage 2017-2021

2021

28,478,107 
Best Year on 

Record

2019

21,220,631 
First Full Year 

of EBSCO

2020

27,063,470
Pandemic

2017

26,333,715
Gale

2018

24,836,041
Switch to 

EBSCO



Professional 
Skills-Building
Baked into eResource training:
Skills to connect patrons with the right information



Statewide standard
for reference services…

● Active listening

● Using synonyms in searching

● Information literacy best practices



Information Literacy: Best Practice 1



Information Literacy: Best Practice 2



Information Literacy: Best Practice 3
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Paraphrasing Revisited



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1NCQ2irgN9R0k1PlIKu1OzDd-3_hNKssb/preview


ARC infographic
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Why Instructional Design?
●Learner enjoyment and interactive 

experiences

●The right content at the learner’s 

convenience

●Content that is tailored to the learner and their 

role

●Access that levels the playing field



Aspirational Goals

● Solving a Pinterest fail

● City Planning Council

● Downtown Development Authority

● Community education instructors

● Homework help

● Readers’ Advisory



Why stories?



Storyteller on a 
Mission



Narrative Opens 
Doors



Educating the mind without 
educating the heart is no education 

at all.

-Aristotle
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Alex’s wisdom

Primer on Alex’s Vocabulary 

● good = meh
● cool = ok
● awesome = great!
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Feedback to illustrators about 
character development

Ruby is round.

Ruby has more to love. 

Ruby is overweight. 

Make More of Ruby.
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Baby Muhammad
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Caringly apolitical

●“We’re not going to teach you what information 

is right or wrong” and then carrying through on 

that promise

●No loaded catch phrases such as “Fake News”
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Why a badge?
● Shareable, social, & library mojo street cred

● Fun

● Michigan’s Quality Services Audit Checklist 
(QSAC)

● Record of the training
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Who made this happen?

Knowledge Experts

Assessors: Peers and Staff

Creative Team
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Talk to me about those 
assessors...

Over 50 library 
staff across 

every time zone
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Badge adoption
●56 learners in the first four hours

●In a week, the Badge was the fifth 
most-viewed online learning content for 
library staff in Michigan

●Subscriptions to our primary communication 
channel for MeL increased by 161% (to 
4,026).
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What are professors saying?

I teach reference skills and sources at the graduate 
level, so I know how difficult it can be to integrate the 
two instructionally. I am deeply impressed by the 
way in which the MeL team has considered the 
essential elements of reference and MeL's electronic 
resources and converted them into bite-sized, 
accessible, and powerful action steps.
Kristin Fontichiaro
Clinical Professor, University of Michigan School of Information
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Feedback from a rural library 
director
What a great idea...and how practical and easy to access.  
Thank you so much!  I want to give staff, "The Maven 
Badge Challenge."

 
Donna Clark, Director
Cedar Springs Public Library, a rural library serving fewer than 12,000 patrons
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#LoveIMLS
This project was made possible in part by the Institute of 
Museum and Library Services.
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The Information 
Literacy Badge is in the 

Niche Marketplace
●Three-part experience

●Does not reference any particular 

eResource

●Not Michigan-specific
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The MeL 
Maven Badge 

is free at 
MeL.org


